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Estimating Farm Production Parameters with Measurement Error in Land Area Alex Cohen⇤ July 2017



Abstract I provide a new method for correcting and assessing bias from measurement error in land area and apply it to estimating two important sets of parameters: the relationship between farm size and productivity and farm production function coefficients. Traditionally, researchers have measured area using farmer self-reporting, which is prone to (non-classical) measurement error. In response, recent papers use area estimates from Global Positioning System (GPS) devices. However, GPS estimates may also have error. I show that instrumenting GPS estimates with self-reported area resolves bias from measurement error in both measures, provided that (log) GPS estimates have classical measurement error. Applying this approach to data from Tanzania, I find that using either GPS estimates or self-reported area leads to bias and the bias is actually worse when using GPS estimates. Measurement error in GPS-estimated (selfreported) area biases the farm size-productivity relationship by 22%-26% (4%-10%), though the inverse farm size-productivity “puzzle” remains even when I correct this bias using my instrumental variables approach. In production function estimates, measurement error in GPSestimated (self-reported) area biases the Cobb-Douglas coefficient on land down by 39% (27%) and labor up by 44% (47%). I show that the results have implications for measuring misallocation as well. Keywords: inverse farm size-productivity relationship, production function estimation, measurement error, instrumental variables, misallocation, Tanzania JEL codes: Q12, O13, C80
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Introduction



Land area measures are necessary for estimating a number of key parameters for rural households in developing countries. Two prime examples are the relationship between farm size and productivity and the set of coefficients in farm production functions. Estimates of these parameters are important for understanding agricultural markets and designing policy. However, if there is measurement error in land area, estimates of these parameters will be biased and inferences based on them will be incorrect. Traditionally, land area has been measured using farmer self-reporting. However, self-reported area is prone to measurement error, due to, for example, errors in converting from local to standardized units or strategic under- or overreporting. In light of this, a number of recent papers have used land area estimates from Global Positioning System (GPS) devices (Carletto, Savastano and Zezza 2013, Carletto, Gourlay and Winters, 2015, Holden and Fisher 2013). These papers argue that estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship or farm production function coefficients using GPS estimates of land area should have less bias from measurement error. But as these papers themselves note, GPS estimates may be subject to measurement error as well, due to satellite positioning or user error. This measurement error can be especially severe on small plots, which are common among farmers in developing countries (Keita and Carfagna 2009, Schoning et al. 2005, Bogaert, Delinc´e and Kay 2005). In this paper, I propose a novel method for correcting and assessing bias from measurement error in both GPS-estimated and self-reported area. I show that, under some assumptions, instrumenting GPS estimates with self-reported land area produces consistent estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship and farm production function parameters.1 The key identification assumption for my approach is that the measurement error in (log) GPS estimates is classical, i.e., it is uncorrelated with (log) true land area. While there is a priori no reason to suspect GPS estimates have non-classical measurement error (e.g., the strategic under- or overreporting in farm 1 For



other examples of studies that combine multiple measures to resolve measurement error bias, see Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994) or the review in Bound, Brown and Mathiowetz (2001).
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self reports should not occur with GPS estimates), this exclusion restriction assumption is ultimately untestable, as is generally the case with instrumental variables estimators. My approach does not, however, require (log) self-reported land area to have classical measurement error. The available evidence suggests that smaller farmers are more likely to overreport land area, leading to non-classical measurement error in which measurement error in self-reported area is negatively correlated with true area (De Groote and Traor´e 2005, Carletto et al. 2013, 2015). I then apply this approach to a dataset of farmers in Tanzania that provides self-reported land area and GPS estimates at the plot level. First, I consider the farm size-productivity relationship. Across the world, researchers have documented a negative relationship between farm size (measured by land area) and productivity (measured by yields, or output per unit of area).2 Determining the source of this observed relationship is critical for policy. If smaller farms are more efficient, then equalizing the farm size distribution will raise both equity and efficiency. However, as pointed out by Lamb (2003) and others since, the observed inverse relationship may simply be caused by measurement error in land area, which attenuates the relationship between output and area, and smaller farms may not actually be more efficient. I first use my approach to determine whether the inverse relationship remains once I account for measurement error. I find that there is a strong inverse relationship between farm size and productivity when I instrument GPS estimates with self-reported land area. This finding holds across a variety of specifications used in the farm size-productivity literature. I add household fixed effects to capture variation in shadow prices caused by labor market frictions (Sen 1966), uninsured risk (Barrett 1996) or missing credit markets (Assunc¸a˜ o and Ghatak 2003), which may drive the inverse relationship, following Assunc¸a˜ o and Braido (2007). I add plot-level controls for soil quality to account for the potentially negative relationship between soil quality and farm size, as suggested by Chen, Huffman and Rozelle (2011), Barrett, Bellemare and Hou (2010), Benjamin (1995) and Bhalla and Roy (1988). I measure output using revenue, physical output and revenue 2 See



Binswanger, Deninger and Feder (1995) and Eastwood, Lipton and Newell (2010) for reviews.
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net of input costs, following Barrett et al. (2010), Carletto et al. (2013) and others. In all cases, the inverse relationship remains, suggesting that neither measurement error nor market imperfections that operate at the household level nor soil quality differences are sufficient to explain the inverse farm size-productivity puzzle, at least in Tanzania, and that future work should explore alternative explanations.3 I then compare estimates from my preferred instrumental variables approach to estimates from OLS with GPS-estimated land area. This allows me to assess the extent of bias from measurement error in GPS estimates. If measurement error in GPS estimates is negligible, I should find no difference in the farm size-productivity relationship when I use OLS with GPS estimates of land area, relative to when I use my preferred instrumental variables approach. I find that estimates from OLS with GPS-estimated area overstate the inverse relationship by 22%-26%, relative to my instrumental variables approach. This is consistent with attenuation bias from measurement error in GPS estimates. This suggests that using GPS estimates does not resolve measurement error bias and may lead to inaccurate estimates of the relationship between farm size and productivity or other relationships involving land area. This finding is in line with studies by Keita and Carfagna (2009), Bogaert et al. (2005) and Schoning et al. (2005) showing substantial error in GPS estimates of land area. These three papers compare GPS-estimated area to area measured using compass-and-rope methods, which are considered the “gold standard” in accuracy but are too time-consuming to feasibly use in largescale surveys. They find weak correlations between the two measures, especially on small plots. However, recent studies by Carletto et al. (2016a, 2016b) and Dillon et al. (2016) also compare GPS-estimated area to compass-and-rope estimates but find negligible error in GPS estimates. One potential explanation for these differences is that the accuracy of GPS estimates varies across settings, due to, for example, differences in geography, weather or user training and behavior (Bogaert et al. 2005, Carletto et al. 2015). Understanding the drivers of measurement error in GPS estimates—and what can be done to minimize these errors—is left for future work. 3 One



possible explanation may be intrahousehold inefficiencies (Udry 1996).
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I also compare estimates from my preferred approach to estimates from OLS with self-reported land area. I find that OLS with self-reported area leads to less severe bias than OLS with GPS estimates, relative to my instrumental variables approach. In this case, the difference is 4%-10%. This is consistent with the attenuation bias from measurement error in self-reported area being partially canceled out by the negative relationship between true area and measurement error in self-reported area documented by De Groote and Traor´e (2005) and Carletto et al. (2013, 2015). This finding suggests researchers should exercise caution in simply swapping GPS estimates for self-reported land area measures in farm size-productivity regressions and that previous estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship using self-reported land area may be more reliable than recent estimates using GPS. Next, I use my instrumental variables approach to estimate production function parameters. Consistent estimates of production function parameters are important for measuring the extent of misallocation of factors of production (e.g., Udry 1996, Banerjee and Duflo 2005, Hsieh and Klenow 2009, Shenoy 2017), estimating inefficiencies in production by calculating the “wedge” between the marginal revenue product of inputs and their prices (e.g., Szabo forthcoming, Fernandes and Pakes 2008) or measuring changes in total factor productivity (e.g., Olley and Pakes 1996). Again, however, estimates of these parameters will be biased if there is substantial measurement error in inputs like land. I assume a Cobb-Douglas production function in labor, land and non-labor inputs (fertilizer, pesticides and seeds). I control for unobserved productivity using household effects and plot-level controls for soil quality and other shocks to output.4 As with the farm size-productivity relationship, I find that the estimated coefficient on area is attenuated when I run OLS with either GPS estimates of area or self-reported area, relative to my preferred approach. According to my estimates, measurement error in GPS estimates of land area biases the coefficient on land downward 4 Adding



household fixed effects and exploiting plot-level variation to identify production functions is attractive because it allows the econometrician to control for unobserved productivity (at least to the extent that it varies only at the household level). However, as Foster and Rosenzweig (2011) point out for farms and Ackerberg et al. (2007) point out for firms, these fixed effects may exacerbate attenuation bias from noisily measured inputs. As a result, accounting for measurement error bias in land area is especially important in this case. Of course, my approach assumes there is no measurement error in other inputs. If there is, then multiple measures of these inputs would be required, too.
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by 39% and the coefficient on labor upward by 44%. Measurement error in self-reported land area biases the coefficient on land downward by 27% and the coefficient on labor upward by 47%. These differences in coefficients imply different estimates of the extent of misallocation of factors of production across farms. By addressing measurement error in land area, my approach has two potentially countervailing effects on measured misallocation. First, different production function coefficients mean different extents of misallocation—for example, a higher coefficient on land will mean greater misallocation in land, all else equal. Second, my approach reveals the extent of measurement error in land area, which may spuriously show up as misallocation and overstate true misallocation. I find that a key parameter from the model in Hsieh and Klenow (2009) for measuring the extent of misallocation is 10% higher when I replace coefficients estimated from OLS with GPS-estimated area with coefficients estimated from my preferred IV approach. However, when I also remove the dispersion in land area caused by measurement error, which I can back out using my preferred IV approach, this parameter for measuring the extent of misallocation is just 0.4% higher. This supports considering the importance of both biased coefficients and dispersion in inputs due to measurement error in future work on misallocation. As GPS technology becomes cheaper and more common in agricultural surveys (Carletto et al. 2016a), the instrumental variables approach I describe should find plenty of scope for application. For example, the World Bank LSMS-ISA currently has or plans to have detailed agricultural data with both self-reported land area and GPS estimates for eight sub-Saharan African countries.5 The findings of this paper also suggests future surveys should continue collecting farmer self-reported land area, in addition to GPS estimates, since the two may be combined to resolve bias induced by measurement error in both. The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: In Section 2, I review the evidence on measurement error in self-reported area and GPS estimates. In Section 3, I discuss the consequences of this measurement error for estimating the farm size-productivity relationship and production function parameters and provide an instrumental variables solution. In Section 4, I describe the Tanzanian 5 For



additional information, visit http://go.worldbank.org/0SDBJLR160.
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data. In Section 5, I present estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship and farm production function, using my instrumental variables approach and alternative approaches. I use these estimates to calculate the extent of bias in GPS and self-reported area, as well as measures of misallocation. I conclude in Section 6. Additional analyses and extensions are in the Appendix.
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Existing Evidence on Measurement Error in Land



The standard approach to measuring land area is through farmer self reports of plot size. However, the available evidence suggests that not only do self-reported estimates suffer from measurement error, but this measurement error may be negatively correlated with true land area. Measurement error in self-reported land area can come from strategic under- or overreporting by farmers (because, for example, having larger landholdings signals higher status or prestige), rounding errors, errors in converting from local units to standardized units and errors caused by plot slope (Carletto et al. 2013, 2015). De Groote and Traor´e (2005) compare Malian farmers’ self-reported land area to estimates using compass-and-rope methods, which are considered to be the most accurate way of measuring land area but are too time-consuming to be practical for large surveys. They find that farmers with smaller plots tend to overestimate their plot size, relative to farmers with larger plots, suggesting mean-reverting measurement error. Carletto et al. (2013, 2015) also find evidence of mean-reverting measurement error in self-reported area. Given measurement error in self-reported area, a number of recent papers use GPS estimates of area in lieu of self-reported area (Carletto et al. 2013, 2015, Holden and Fisher 2013). However, there is some evidence that GPS estimates may also be subject to measurement error and that this measurement error is especially severe on smaller plots. Thus, measurement error in GPS estimates may be particularly problematic in developing countries, where plots tend to be very small. Measurement error in GPS estimates of land area comes from “position error” in satellites (Bogaert et al. 2005), as well as human error in operating the devices (Schoning et al. 2005). Using data from Cameroon, Niger, Madagascar and Senegal, Keita and Carfagna (2009) compare GPS
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estimates to “true” land area from compass-and-rope estimates. They find that while GPS estimates are highly accurate on larger plots, they have significant error on smaller plots. Schoning et al. (2005) undertake a similar exercise for Uganda. They find a correlation between GPS estimates and compass-and-rope estimates of 0.90 on plots larger than 0.5 hectares but a correlation of just 0.12 on plots less than 0.5 hectares. Bogaert et al. (2005) find a similarly large drop in accuracy on smaller plots, using estimates from Poland.6 Yet unlike measurement error in self-reported land area, there is no evidence for systematic under- or overreporting using GPS devices. Keita and Carfagna (2009) find that measurement error in GPS estimates, measured by the difference between GPS estimates of land area and estimates using compass-and-rope, is uncorrelated with estimates using compass-and-rope.7 Carletto et al. (2016a, 2016b) similarly find little relationship between the percentage gaps or levels of GPS estimates and true area from compass-and-rope across the size distribution. This is unsurprising, since we would not expect GPS estimates to suffer from the type of strategic under- and overreporting that may be driving non-classical measurement error in self-reported land area. It is important to note, however, that the empirical approach I implement in this paper uses log transformations, and the above papers do not look at measurement error in log GPS estimates. It could be that there is no correlation in levels or percentages but there is a correlation in logs.8 While the studies above (Keita and Carfagna 2009, Schoning et al. 2005, Bogaert et al. 2005) find non-negligible measurement error in GPS estimates, two recent studies find little error from using GPS devices. Carletto et al. (2016a, 2016b) find correlation coefficients of 0.92-0.99 between GPS estimates and compass-and-rope estimates of land area. Dillon et al. (2016) find little difference in estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship when using GPS estimates of land area vs. compass-and-rope estimates. This suggests that it is possible for GPS devices to perform 6 These findings also suggest measurement error is heteroskedastic. This will affect the standard errors but will not bias the coefficient in the regressions I report. To account for this in my empirical work, I calculate heteroskedasticityrobust standard errors. 7 Schoning et al. (2005) and Bogaert et al. (2005) do not report the correlation between the difference between the two measures of true land area. 8 In Appendix A.4, I consider how a data-generating process where the level and percentage error in GPS-estimated area is uncorrelated with true area affects estimates under my IV approach.
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well and that the accuracy of GPS estimates may vary across settings. For example, Bogaert et al. (2005) find that operator speed influences the accuracy of GPS estimates, suggesting a possible role for training, user errors or lack of supervision. In large-scale surveys with GPS devices involving large teams of enumerators, the likelihood of operator error may be especially high. The instrumental variables approach I outline will allow me to conduct a test of the presence of measurement error in GPS estimates in the data I use. If measurement error in GPS is negligible, the difference between the estimated farm size-productivity relationship or production function coefficients using my preferred instrumental variables approach will be similar to estimates using OLS with GPS estimates. One advantage of my approach is that it can be used in datasets where compass-and-rope estimates are not available, as is often the case, given how time-intensive compass-and-rope methods are.
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Empirical Framework



I am interested in understanding the effect of bias from measurement error in area on estimating two empirical relationships: the farm size-productivity relationship and the farm production function. I first describe the basic specifications used for estimating these relationships. I then discuss how measurement error in area will bias estimates and provide an instrumental variables solution.



3.1



Basic Specifications



Both the farm size-productivity relationship and farm production function can be described with the following general specification: qi j = ai j + xi j + ✏i j ,



(1)



where qi j is log output, ai j is log land area, xi j is a vector of controls and ✏i j captures unobserved characteristics that affect output for household i and plot j. While estimating both relationships
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involve regressing output on area, the control variables, xi j , will differ. Consider first the farm size-productivity relationship. To estimate the relationship between farm size (land area) on productivity (yields, or output divided by land area), researchers regress log of output on log of land area, along with a variety of controls. A coefficient less than 1 indicates an inverse relationship between farm size and productivity, i.e., larger land area leads to less output per unit of land.9,10 Researchers add control variables to account for potential sources of bias and test different explanations for the inverse relationship between farm size and productivity. One potential explanation is market imperfections. If the production function has constant returns to scale and there are no market imperfections, then there should be a one-to-one relationship between farm size and output.11 A less-than-one-to-one relationship can arise if there is surplus labor (Sen 1966), such that smaller farms use labor more intensively, or moral hazard from hired labor, such that laborers are more prone to shirking on larger farms (Feder 1985, Eswaran and Kotwal 1986). Similarly, the inverse farm size-productivity relationship can result from uninsured risk (Barrett 1996) or missing credit markets (Assunc¸a˜ o and Ghatak 2003). One way to account for these imperfections is through household-level controls, such as labor endowments, which are intended to capture variation in shadow wages across households. Another approach is to use household fixed effects. Assunc¸a˜ o and Braido (2007) argues that labor market frictions, uninsured risk and missing credit markets should only lead to heterogeneity across households and not within. As a result, researchers can test whether these market imperfections are driving the relationship by including household fixed effects and identifying the effect of farm 9 I follow the literature in calling output per unit of land area “productivity,” even though it does not include other measures of input use. The specifications I report will account for inputs. 10 While some papers in the farm size-productivity literature regress log of output on log of area (e.g., Lamb 2003) and test whether the coefficient on area is less than 1, others regress log of output divided by area on log of area and test whether the coefficient is less than 0. These specifications are isomorphic, given that we use the same measure of land area on both sides. That is, regressing log of output on log of GPS-estimated land area will give the same coefficient as regressing log of output divided by GPS-estimated land area on log of GPS-estimated land area plus 1. (The same is true with self-reported land area.) Of course, if we use one measure of land area on the left-hand side and another on the right-hand side, these would not be isomorphic. However, it is unclear why we would be interested in such a specification. 11 For a derivation, see, for example, Assunc ¸ a˜ o and Braido (2007).
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size on productivity using variation in size across plots within household. Another potential source of the inverse relationship is omitted variable bias due to unobserved soil quality. If soil quality is greater on smaller plots—for example, because high-quality land is in high demand and evenly distributed among farmers—failing to control for soil quality will negatively bias the relationship between farm size and productivity (Chen et al. 2011, Barrett et al. 2010, Benjamin 1995, Bhalla and Roy 1988). While household fixed effects will account for variation in soil quality across households, it obviously will not account for soil quality variation across plots within households. To account for these drivers of the inverse relationship—and to allow comparison of the results I present to the previous literature—I report specifications with household-level controls, household fixed effects and plot-level controls for soil quality and plot-level productivity shocks. These specifications closely follow recent contributions to the farm size-productivity literature. Some papers have also estimated the farm size-productivity relationship using alternative measures of output, and I report specifications with these measures as well. I report results using output measured in both revenue (in Tanzanian shillings) and physical output (in kg.). Using physical output instead of revenue will get rid of bias from any correlation between farm size and crop price. I also report results using revenue net of input costs to account for variations in input use across households or across plots within households. I use two measures of net revenue. The first is revenue minus hired labor and other non-labor input costs (fertilizer, pesticides and seeds). However, if larger farms use more hired labor, then including hired labor will bias me toward finding an inverse relationship. As I result, I also report results using an alternative net revenue measure that excludes costs from hired labor, following Carletto et al. (2013).12 The second empirical relationship I estimate is the farm production function. In the empirical



12 Another



approach would be to include family labor in net revenue. However, it is unclear how to value family labor in settings where labor markets may be imperfect (Foster and Rosenzweig 2011). Moreover, as pointed out by Assunc¸a˜ o and Braido (2007), household fixed effects should account for these labor market imperfections, as long as labor is efficiently allocated across plots within household.
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section, I will assume a Cobb-Douglas production function in three inputs: qi j = ↵a ai j + ↵l li j + ↵n ni j + wi j + !i j + ⌘i j ,



(2)



where ai j is log land area, li j is log of days of labor, ni j is the log of 1 plus the value of non-labor inputs (fertilizer, pesticides and seeds), wi j is a vector of controls, !i j is unobserved productivity and ⌘i j is an error term for household i on plot j.13 That is, I estimate a version of (1) where the control variables include additional non-land inputs in production and where the coefficient on land is the Cobb-Douglas coefficient on land in the production function. A key issue when estimating production functions is accounting for unobserved productivity. I account for productivity using household fixed effects and plot-level controls, following Udry (1996) and others. Household fixed effects will capture variation in productivity, such as weather shocks or farming knowledge, that are common across plots. I use plot-level indicators of soil quality and productivity shocks (from pests and theft, for example) to capture any variation in productivity between plots within the household. Aside from allowing researchers to measure inefficiencies, misallocation and productivity, production function estimates can also shed light on the farm size-productivity relationship. If there are constant returns to scale, then in the absence of market imperfections or mis-specification, the relationship between log output and log land area should be one-to-one. However, if there are decreasing returns to scale in the production function, this relationship may be less than one-to-one, even without market imperfections or mis-specification. Estimating the production function coefficients allows me to test whether the inverse relationship is driven by decreasing returns to scale in the production function.



13 I



add 1 to non-labor inputs because a large share of plots have zero values for non-labor inputs.
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3.2



Measurement Error Bias and an Instrumental Variables Solution



Any empirical approaches for estimating the farm size-productivity relationship or farm production function should also consider the role of measurement error in land. As noted by Lamb (2003) and others since, the inverse relationship between farm size and productivity may be driven by measurement error, which can attenuate the relationship between output and area. Similar biases may occur in estimating production functions, especially when using household fixed effects. While fixed effects may be important for accounting for unobserved productivity, they can also lead to attenuation bias for inputs that have a high degree of measurement error (Ackerberg et al. 2007, Foster and Rosenzweig 2011). The evidence in Section 2 suggests that both self-reported land area and GPS estimates may have measurement error. I now describe exactly how this error can bias estimates of (1) and show that we can resolve this bias with an instrumental variables approach combining the two measures. Suppose we have two measures of land area available: self reports and GPS estimates. Both measures have error, i.e., GPS aGPS i j = ai j + ⌫ i j



(3)



SR aSR i j = ai j + ⌫ i j ,



(4)



where ai j is the log true land area, aGPS (aSR ij i j ) is the observed log GPS (self-reported) land area in the data and ⌫iGPS (⌫iSR j j ) is the measurement error in GPS (self-reported) land area, defined as the difference in the log of area estimated through GPS (farmer self reports) and log of true area.14 I make five assumptions on the measurement error in self-reported land area and GPS estimates and the error terms in (1). Assumption 1



a⌫ GPS



=



x⌫ GPS



= 0. That is, true land area and controls are uncorrelated with



measurement error in GPS estimates of land area. 14 Note



that measurement error in the two measures may also include a constant term–for example, log GPS estimates may be consistently below log true area. This average underestimate would be accounted for with the constant in regressions used to estimate the farm-size productivity relationship and farm production function parameters.
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This is a key identifying assumption for my approach. Recall from Section 2 that while the available research does not indicate a systematic relationship between level or percentage error in GPS estimates, this research does not report results with log of GPS-estimated area. This assumption is essentially an exclusion restriction for the IV approach I use. As is generally the case with IV estimators, this exclusion restriction is untestable. Assumption 2



a⌫ SR



< 0. That is, true land area is negatively correlated with measurement error



in self-reported land area. This assumption follows available evidence, discussed in Section 2, which indicates that measurement error in self-reported land area may be non-classical, since farmers with smaller plots tend to overestimate their land area, i.e., measurement error in self-reported land area is meanreverting. This assumption is not necessary for the consistency of the instrumental variables approach I use. It is only necessary that (log) GPS estimates have non-classical measurement error. Assumption 3



a✏



=



x✏



= 0. That is, true land area and controls are uncorrelated with all



unobserved characteristics that affect output. Assumption 3 rules out omitted variable bias. I report specifications that control for unobservables that may cause bias using household fixed effects, plot-level controls (for soil quality and losses from crop disease and pests) and crop and region fixed effects. Assumption 3 will be violated if there are variables that affect output, are correlated with land area and are not captured by my controls.15 (See Section 3.3 below for more detailed discussion of omitted variable bias.) Assumption 4



✏⌫ GPS



=



✏⌫ SR



= 0. That is, the unobservables that affect output are uncorrelated



with measurement error in both self-reported land area and GPS estimates. This assumption will also fail if there are omitted variables. In particular, omitted variables will create a correlation between measurement error in self-reported estimates and ✏ if measurement error in self-reported land area is correlated with true land area.



15 This



could occur if, for example, my soil quality measures do not fully capture soil quality (e.g., Barrett et al. 2010) or if there are differences in labor or other input constraints across plots (e.g., Udry 1996).
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Assumption 5



⌫ GPS ⌫ SR



= 0. That is, the measurement error in self-reported land area and GPS



estimates are uncorrelated. This assumption will be violated if GPS estimates have non-classical measurement error, such that measurement error in GPS estimates is correlated with true land area, since I allow measurement error in self-reported land area to be correlated with true land area. This assumption would also be violated if farmers know the GPS estimates of land area when giving their self reports. In the data I use, surveyors were given explicit guidance to only take GPS measurements after asking for farmers’ self reports so that this type of contamination does not occur.16 While this provides some assurances, it is, of course, not possible to rule out all stories that would lead to violations of Assumption 5.17 Given these assumptions, we can instrument (log) GPS estimates of land area with (log) selfreported land area to obtain consistent estimates of



in (1). We can then use the estimated



from



this procedure to assess the extent of bias from running OLS with GPS estimates and self-reported land area, respectively. Proposition Consider four estimators for bSR is the OLS estimate of OLS



bGPS is the OLS estimate of OLS



in qi j = ai j + xi j + ✏i j :



when area is measured using self-reported land area. when area is measured using GPS estimates of land area.



bSR is the instrumental variables estimate of IV



when area is measured using self-reported



bGPS is the instrumental variables estimate of IV



when area is measured using GPS estimates



estimates of land area and instrumented with GPS estimates of land area.



of land area and instrumented with self-reported land area. 16 The



Enumerator Manual for the survey I use in the empirical application instructs enumerators: “Ask the farmer to estimate the size of the plots in acres. Area of this estimate the acre should be recoded into two digits with one decimal point, eg 02.5, 34.2. etc. Later, you will measure the plot with GPS, but this question should be asked first so that the measurement does not influence the farmer’s answer” (United Republic of Tanzania National Bureau of Statistics undated, p. 96). 17 For example, enumerators may not follow the Enumerator Manual’s instructions or may adjust data collection when facing discrepancies between self-reported area and GPS estimates. In future applications, this assumption may be less tenable if land registries requiring GPS estimates of area become widespread, leading to awareness among farmers of their GPS-estimated area and potentially influencing farmers’ self-reports in subsequent surveys. In Appendix A.3, I present simulations to show how introducing correlation between measurement error in GPS-estimated and self-reported land area bias estimates from my preferred IV approach.
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Given Assumptions 1-5, the probability limits of the four estimators are: SR plim bOLS =



2 2 x a



GPS plim bOLS =



plim



bSR IV



✓



=



2 2 x a



2 ax +



2 2 x a 2 2 2 x a ax + 2 x 2 2 2 x a ax +



2 2 ax + x a⌫ SR 2 2 2 x ⌫ SR + 2 x a⌫ SR



2 ax 2 2 x ⌫ GPS 2 2 a ax 2 x a⌫ SR



!



ax x⌫ SR



2



ax x⌫ SR



2 x⌫ SR



!



(6)







ax x⌫ SR



(5)



◆



GPS plim bIV = .



(7) (8)



Proof The proof of the proposition follows directly from taking the probability limits of the formulas for the four estimators and invoking Assumptions 1-5.18,19 This proposition has four key implications, which I will take to the data in Section 4: First, instrumenting GPS estimates with self-reported land area provides a consistent estimate of the coefficient on area, in estimates of either the farm size-productivity relationship or farm production functions. Intuitively, instrumenting GPS estimates with self-reported land area isolates variation in GPS estimates due to true land area, rather than measurement error “noise.” Selfreported area includes measurement error that is itself a function of true land area, but as long as the measurement error in the two measures are uncorrelated, instrumenting GPS estimates with self-reported area will still only pick up variation in true land area in GPS. Second, OLS estimates using GPS estimates of land area will be attenuated downward by 18 The



formulas for the four estimators are: SR SR bSR = var(x)cov(a , q) cov(a , x)cov(x, q) OLS SR var(a )var(x) cov(aSR , x)2



GPS GPS bGPS = var(x)cov(a , q) cov(a , x)cov(x, q) OLS GPS var(a )var(x) cov(aGPS , x)2



bSR = IV



bGPS = IV



var(x)cov(aGPS , q) var(x)cov(aSR , aGPS )



cov(aGPS , x)cov(x, q) cov(aGPS , x)cov(aSR , x)



var(x)cov(aSR , q) var(x)cov(aGPS , aSR )



cov(aSR , x)cov(x, q) , cov(aSR , x)cov(aGPS , x)



where var and cov denote the sample variance and covariance. 19 The proposition treats x as a scalar for simplicity, but the predictions go through when x is a vector as well. In this case, the variances and covariances with x become variance-covariance matrices.
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measurement error in GPS estimates. By comparing coefficients estimated using this approach to my preferred instrumental variables approach, I can assess the extent of bias from measurement error in GPS estimates. If there is negligible measurement error in GPS estimates, these two estimates will be similar. Third, the sign of the bias on OLS estimates using self-reported land area is ambiguous because the bias comes from both standard attenuation bias from measurement error and from the negative correlation between measurement error and true land area. These effects may go in opposite directions. This implies that OLS estimates using self-reported measures may be less biased than OLS estimates using GPS estimates of land area. Fourth, instrumenting self-reported land area with GPS estimates will generally lead to inconsistent estimates of the coefficient on land, since self-reported land area has non-classical measurement error. Thus, comparing estimates from this IV approach to my preferred IV approach provides an implicit test of whether self-reported land area has non-classical measurement error. Intuitively, just as the case where we instrument GPS estimates with self reports, instrumenting self-reported area with GPS estimates will isolate variation in self-reported area from true land area. However, in this case, since the measurement error in self-reported land area is a function of true land area, the isolated variation will include measurement error. This leads to bias.20 SR is biased but bGPS is not, re-write the estimating equation (1) To see more concretely why bIV IV



in terms of akij = ai j + ⌫ikj for k 2 {GPS, SR}:



qi j = akij + xi j + ✏i j



⌫ikj .



(9)



The exclusion restriction requires, among other conditions, that the instrument for akij be uncorrelated with ⌫ikj . When k = GPS and we instrument with self-reported area, this is satisfied given GPS Assumptions 1-5. The measurement error in GPS, ⌫iGPS j , is uncorrelated with the ai j . How-



ever, when k = SR and we instrument with GPS, the exclusion restriction is not satisfied. GPS is 20 While



it’s not clear what direction the bias will go, we can see that if the correlation between a and the controls x are sufficiently weak or if the controls do not “absorb” very much of the measurement error in self-reported area, then SR > = plim bGPS . plim bIV IV
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SR SR correlated with ⌫iSR j because ⌫i j is a function of true land area. In fact, when ⌫i j is negatively



correlated with true area, conditional on explanatory variables xi j , then the bias will be positive, given the negative coefficient on ⌫ikj in (9). Measurement error in land will lead to bias in other explanatory variables, not just land. This will be particularly important in estimating production functions. Measurement error in land biases not just the coefficient on land but also coefficients on other inputs.21 An additional requirement is that the instruments (either self-reported land area or GPS estimates) are not weak. Weak instruments will bias IV estimates and can also exacerbate omitted variable bias. Fortunately, this is testable. In Section 5, I report F-statistics from the first-stage regressions and show the instruments easily pass weak instruments tests. This is unsurprising, given that I am instrumenting one measure of land area with another and we would therefore expect a strong correlation. Appendix A.1 provides additional discussion and simulations that describe how weak instruments might bias coefficients in other applications and further show weak instruments are not a concern in this particular application.



3.3



A Note on Omitted Variable Bias



Omitted variable bias is a common concern in estimating production relationships for farms and firms. The proposition above assumes there is no omitted variable bias, due to, for example, unobserved soil quality. What happens if this assumption is violated? Even in the presence of omitted variable bias, my preferred IV approach will answer the question: Is measurement error biasing downward the coefficient on land, either in farm sizeproductivity regressions or in estimates of farm production functions? That is, my preferred IV approach will recover the estimated coefficient on land area inclusive of bias from omitted vari21 For



example, it is easy to see that OLS with GPS estimates, which are assumed to have classical measurement error, will lead to an upward bias on the estimate of , provided x is positively related to a:



since



2 2 x a



>



2 ax .



GPS plim bOLS = +



2 2 x a
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2 ax ⌫ GPS 2 2 2 ax + x ⌫ GPS



> ,



ables. Of course, if there is omitted variable bias, my preferred IV approach will generally not provide a consistent estimate of the true coefficient on land area. How far off from the true coefficient will depend on the direction and magnitude of the bias. Classical measurement error will bias the coefficient on land downward. If omitted variables are negatively related to land area, then both measurement error and omitted variables bias the coefficient downward. Resolving measurement error bias through my approach will deliver an estimate coefficient that is closer to the truth but still biased downward. If, on the other hand, omitted variables are positively related to land area, it is unclear whether resolving measurement error bias through my preferred IV approach will provide a less biased coefficient. In this case, measurement error bias and omitted variable bias go in opposite directions. If the downward bias from measurement error is larger than the upward bias from omitted variables, then the estimated coefficient from my preferred IV approach will be closer to the truth. If, on the other hand, downward bias from measurement error is smaller than the upward bias from omitted variables, then the estimated coefficient from my preferred IV approach will be farther from the truth. Appendix A.2 provides simulations that illustrate in more detail the conditions under which my approach gets closer to the true coefficient.



4



Data



The data come from the second round of the Tanzanian National Panel Survey (TNPS), conducted between October 2010 and September 2011. The TNPS is nationally representative and collects data on farm production, other income-generating activities, consumption, wealth and other household characteristics. The TNPS data are particularly useful for this analysis because they provide both self-reported land area and GPS estimates, as well as detailed data on inputs, outputs, soil quality and other variables at the plot level. I use the second round of the survey because the first
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round contains relatively few GPS estimates of land area.22 Table 1 presents the summary statistics for the sample I use in the analysis. It includes all output measures, area measures and household- and plot-level controls I use in the empirical work. I limit to cultivated plots that did not have missing values for output or either measure land area.23 I also limit to households with at least two plots, since identification from specifications with household fixed effects relies on variation in plot size within household.24 The main sample includes 2,220 plots over 844 households. Labor is missing for 4 observations, leaving 2,216 plots and 843 households for production function estimates, which require labor measures. Net revenue including hired labor is negative for 128 observations, leaving 2,092 plots and 834 households, and net revenue excluding hired labor is negative for 50 observations, leaving 2,150 plots across 843 households. I Winsorize output measures and land area measures at the 1st and 99th percentile to ensure the results are not driven by outliers.25
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Results



I first report two sets of results: estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship and estimates of farmers’ production function parameters. In both cases, I report results using my preferred instrumental variables approach, in which I instrument GPS estimates of land area with self-reported area, along with estimates from OLS with self-reported land area, OLS with GPS estimates and an alternative instrumental variables procedure where I instrument self-reported area with GPS 22 The data are available through the World Bank Living Standards Measurement Study-Integrated Surveys on Agriculture (LSMS-ISA) program and can be accessed online at http://go.worldbank.org/0SDBJLR160. The survey was implemented by the Tanzania National Bureau of Statistics with the World Bank LSMS-ISA Project. 23 Approximately 20 percent of plots do not report GPS estimates. This is likely not random. Kilic et al. (2017) discuss the implications of missing GPS estimates for estimating the farm size-productivity relationship using GPS estimates. For this paper, this has implications for external validity: The results I find apply only to the types of plots where GPS estimates are available 24 The correlation between log land area measured with self-reported and GPS estimates is 0.8 in the estimation sample. Following Carletto et al. (2013, 2015), I relate the difference between self-reported land area and GPS estimates to GPS estimates. I find a strong negative relationship (coefficient = -0.37, se = 0.01) between the difference between self-reported land area and GPS estimates and land area from GPS estimates, consistent with smaller farmers overreporting land area. 25 The results are virtually unchanged when I do not Winsorize.
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estimates. Then I discuss implications for measuring misallocation.



5.1



Estimates of the Farm Size-Productivity Relationship



Tables 2-5 report estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship under a variety of specifications used in the literature. Table 2 reports estimates using household-level controls (namely, number of household members in different demographic groups) to account for labor market imperfections that cause shadow wages to be a function of the household’s labor endowment. Table 3 reports estimates using household fixed effects, which will capture labor market imperfections as well as frictions in insurance or credit markets that also lead to variation in shadow prices at the household level. In both tables, I report estimates using revenue or physical output as the dependent variable. Table 4 and Table 5 reports estimates with revenue net of input costs as the dependent variable. Table 4 includes household-level controls to account for labor market imperfections, as in Table 2, and Table 5 uses household fixed effects to capture household-level variation in shadow prices, as in Table 3. All specifications include a variety of plot-level controls—indicators for soil type, steepness, irrigation, loss from diseases and pests, fallowing and intercropping—to account for variation within household that might bias the relationship as well. All specifications also include crop fixed effects, as well as region fixed effects (except for specifications with household fixed effects, which subsume region fixed effects). Across all specifications, four main findings emerge: First, under my preferred approach, where I address measurement error in land area by instrumenting GPS estimates with self-reported area, I find an inverse relationship between farm size and productivity. In each table, this preferred approach is in column (4). The estimated coefficient on log land area ranges from 0.59 (se = 0.04) to 0.66 (se = 0.03) across all specifications in Tables 2-5 and is statistically different from 1 in all cases. This suggests that measurement error bias is not driving the inverse relationship, since my preferred approach should resolve this bias. Second, I find strong evidence that measurement error in GPS estimates of land area attenuates the estimated relationship between area and output, leading to estimates that overstate the inverse 20



relationship between farm size and productivity (measured by yields, or output divided by area). Column (2) of Tables 2-5 report estimates from OLS with GPS estimates of land area. This approach will lead to attenuation bias if there is non-negligible classical measurement error in GPS estimates of land area. In this case, the coefficient on log land area should be smaller than the coefficient under my preferred specification. I find that the estimated coefficient on log land area when I run OLS with GPS estimates ranges from 0.45 (se = 0.03) to 0.51 (se = 0.02) and is statistically different from estimates from my preferred approach at the 1 percent level across all specifications in Tables 2-5.26 The coefficients in this case are 22%-33% smaller than under the instrumental variables approach, suggesting substantial bias from measurement error in GPS estimates. Third, I find that while measurement error in self-reported land area does bias the estimated relationship between area and output, this bias is less severe than the bias from using GPS estimates of land area. Column (1) shows the relationship between land area and output when I use OLS with farmers’ self-reported land area. As shown in Section 3, there is no clear prediction on the direction of bias using this approach. This is because self-reported land area may have nonclassical measurement error in which measurement error is negatively related to true land area. As a result, the attenuation bias from measurement error may be canceled out by the fact that measurement error is mean-reverting. The estimated coefficient on log land area when I run OLS with self-reported land area ranges from 0.53 (se = 0.04) to 0.65 (se = 0.03). While the coefficient on log land area is lower when I run OLS with self-reported land area, relative to the preferred instrumental variables approach, the difference is often not significant at conventional levels of confidence. In other words, the coefficient on log land area is actually closer to the coefficient using my preferred approach than the coefficient when I run OLS with GPS estimates. (The difference between OLS estimates with self-reported land area and GPS estimates is significant at the 5 percent level, except in specifications with net revenue including hired labor and household fixed effects.) These results suggest that using GPS estimates in lieu of self-reported land area may actually lead to more



26 I



calculate p-values for tests of whether coefficients are equal across specifications using block bootstrapping at the household-level with 500 replications.
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biased estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship.27 Fourth, I find further evidence consistent with non-classical measurement error in self-reported land area. Column (3) shows the relationship between land area and output when I instrument self-reported land area with GPS estimates. If self-reported land area has classical measurement error, then this procedure should give the same estimates as my preferred approach. However, if measurement error in self-reported land area is negatively correlated with true land area, then instrumenting self-reported land area with GPS estimates will bias the coefficient on log land area. I find support for this prediction. The estimated coefficient on log land area when I run this instrumental variables procedure ranges from 0.76 (se = 0.05) to 0.86 (se = 0.04) and is statistically different from my preferred approach at the 1 percent level across all specifications. Tables 2-5 include F-statistics for weak identification tests. In all cases, these F-statistics are above 400, indicating these instruments easily pass weak instrument tests. Appendix A.1 reports the full first-stage results, as well as figures depicting the correlation between GPS and self-reported land area.



5.2



Production Function Estimates



Next, I estimate the production function for farmers in the sample. Table 6 reports estimates of a Cobb-Douglas production function in land area, labor and non-labor inputs (fertilizer, pesticides and seeds).28 Because non-labor inputs are zero for a large share of plots, I use log of 1 plus nonlabor inputs. I account for unobserved productivity using household fixed effects and plot-level controls, as well as crop fixed effects. As in the specifications in Tables 2-5, I find that the estimated coefficient on area is attenuated when I run either OLS with GPS estimates of area or self-reported area. The Cobb-Douglas coefficient on land is 0.32 (se = 0.04) when I run OLS with self-reported land area and 0.27 (se = 0.03) 27 This finding that “two wrongs make a right” when there is measurement error can be seen elsewhere in the literature, too. See, for example, Bound and Krueger (1991). 28 Table 6 also reports F-statistics for weak identification tests. The F-statistics are above 200, indicating these instruments easily pass weak instrument tests.
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when I run OLS with GPS estimates of area. Both of these are significantly different from the coefficient under my preferred approach (0.44, se = 0.05), though not statistically different from each other. In the production function estimation case, we are also interested in how measurement error in land biases the coefficients on the other inputs. While measurement error in land will cause downward bias in the coefficient on land, it will generally cause upward bias in the coefficient on other inputs. I find some evidence for this in Table 6. The coefficient on labor is higher when I run OLS with either GPS estimates of area or self-reported area, relative to my preferred approach, and these differences are statistically significant. While the coefficient on non-labor inputs also goes in the same direction, the difference is not statistically different at conventional levels of confidence. According to my estimates, measurement error in GPS estimates of land area biases the coefficient on land downward by 39% and the coefficient on labor upward by 44%. Measurement error in self-reported land area biases the coefficient on land downward by 27% and the coefficient on labor upward by 47%. We can also use the production function coefficients to estimate returns to scale in farmers’ production function. Under my preferred approach, the returns to scale are 0.79 (se = 0.04). This is greater than the coefficient on land in the farm size-productivity regressions when I use household fixed effects and revenue as the output variable (0.64, se = 0.04). If there were no market imperfections and no mis-specification from omitted variables or measurement error, we would expect to observe the coefficient on log land area to be 0.79 in farm size-productivity regressions. Finding a coefficient of 0.64 in regressions of log output on log area suggests the inverse relationship between farm size and productivity I found in the previous tables is not driven by decreasing returns to scale in the production function.29



29 While Cobb-Douglas is common in the literature on firm and farm production function estimation,



I also estimate a Translog production function using the four different approaches in Table 6. The results are qualitatively similar. See Appendix A.5 for more detail.
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5.3



Misallocation



Production function parameter estimates are often used to measure the extent of misallocation of factors of production among firms and farms. Misallocation occurs when there is variation in the marginal products of inputs like land and labor. When this variation exists, output may be raised by reallocating certain inputs from farms with low marginal revenue products for those inputs to farms with high marginal revenue products. The estimates shown in the previous section have implications for measuring misallocation. First, production function coefficients will impact the degree of measured misallocation. For example, all else equal, a higher coefficient on land will mean greater gains from reallocating land. Second, measured variation in marginal revenue products may simply be capturing measurement error in inputs, rather than true frictions that prevent reallocation of inputs. As a result, using measurement-error-ridden land area will overstate the true extent of misallocation. My preferred IV approach permits not just recovering production function parameters purged of measurement error bias but also backing out the extent of measurement error in land area. To show this, I borrow the framework from Hsieh and Klenow (2009).30 In their model, aggregate output in an economy is a function of the dispersion in the marginal revenue products of inputs. They capture this dispersion using the variance in the log of T FPR, or revenue productivity. With a Cobb-Douglas production function, this is the log of geometric sums of marginal revenue products. Dispersion in T FPR indicates that there are gains from reallocating inputs from farms with low marginal revenue products to farms with high marginal revenue products. Adapting the Hsieh and Klenow (2009) framework to a three-input setup, I define the variance in log of T FPR as: ✓ ✓ ✓ ◆ ✓ ◆ ✓ ◆ ◆◆ MRPA ↵a MRPL ↵l MRPN ↵n var(log(T FPR)) = var log constant · , ↵a ↵l ↵n 30 Another



(10)



approach, used by Szabo (forthcoming) and Fernandes and Pakes (2008), is to estimate the “wedges” between the marginal revenue products of inputs and their prices. However, in agricultural settings, input prices are often poorly defined, so this approach is difficult to implement.
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where MRPA, MRPL and MRPN are the marginal revenue products of the three inputs in the production function in (2): land area, labor and non-labor inputs. Equation (10) can be re-written as: var(log(T FPR)) = ↵a2 var(q) + ↵a2 var(a) + 2↵a ↵l cov(q



a, q



2↵a2 cov(q, a) + ↵l2 var(q



l) + 2↵a ↵n cov(q



a, q



l) + ↵n2 var(q



n)



n) + 2↵l ↵n cov(q



l, q



n).



I calculate var(log(T FPR)) separately using estimates of ↵a , ↵l and ↵n using OLS with GPSestimated land area and my preferred IV approach (from Table 6). I also calculate var(log(T FPR) after correcting for measurement error in GPS-estimated land area. That is, I run estimates using observed variance in land area, aGPS , which is the sum of both true land area, a, and measurement error, ⌫ GPS , and using variance in true land area.31 To recover variance in true land area, I use the ratio of the OLS estimates of the production function to the production function estimates using my preferred IV approach. As shown in Bound et al. (2001), the ratio of variance of true land area to land area with measurement error is given by



GPS plim bOLS =



2 a 2+ 2 a ⌫ GPS



1



R2aGPS x



R2aGPS x



,



(11)



where R2aGPS x is the R2 from a regression of aGPS on the other explanatory variables (other inputs and controls). Table 7 presents estimates of var(log(T FPR)) under three scenarios. The first uses OLS estimates of the production function coefficients and observed variation in (log) land area. The second uses my preferred IV estimates of the production function coefficients and observed variation in (log) land area. The third uses my preferred IV estimates of the production function coefficients and true variation in (log) land area, calculated using (11). I find that using production function estimates from my preferred IV approach leads to 10% 31 I



use GPS estimates, rather than self-reported land area, because the calculations below require measurement error to be uncorrelated with land area as well as other inputs.
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greater variance in log(T FPR) (0.810 vs. 0.735). However, also accounting for the additional variance in land area caused by measurement error leads to just 0.4% more variance in log T FPR overall (0.738 vs. 0.735).32 These results suggest that accounting for measurement error in land area is important for estimating misallocation not just because it leads to different production function coefficients but also because measurement error can lead to spurious variation in marginal revenue products that may overstate the extent of misallocation. My approach provides a way to address both issues.



6



Conclusion



This paper provides a new method for assessing and correcting bias from measurement error in land area in estimating the farm size-productivity relationship and farm production functions. Traditionally, researchers have measured farm size using farmers’ self-reported land area, which is prone to (potentially non-classical) measurement error. In response, recent papers use land area estimates from GPS devices. However, GPS estimates may have non-negligible measurement error as well. I show that instrumenting GPS estimates with self-reported land area resolves bias from measurement error in both measures, as long as GPS estimates have classical measurement error. Using data from Tanzania, I find that both GPS estimates and self-reported land area lead to substantial bias in estimates of the farm size-productivity relationship and farm production functions. My results suggest that GPS estimates, like self-reported land area, suffer from measurement error that can bias these key relationships. Moreover, I find that OLS with self-reported land area leads to less bias than OLS with GPS, consistent with self-reported land area facing mean-reverting measurement error that partially cancels out the standard attenuation bias from measurement error. This suggests that using GPS estimates of land area delivers an even more biased estimate of the farm size-productivity relationship than simply using self-reported land area, as has been standard in the literature until recently. 32 Regressing



GPS-estimated land area on labor, non-labor inputs and the other controls for the regressions pre2 sented in Table 6 yields R2aGPS x = 0.412. This implies 2 + a2 = 0.771. Results available upon request. a



⌫ GPS
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While measurement error attenuates the relationship between farm size and productivity, I find that the inverse relationship still obtains when I account for market imperfections using household fixed effects, unobserved soil quality using plot-level soil quality indicators and measurement error using my instrumental variables approach. This suggests that none of the predominant explanations for the inverse farm size-productivity relationship provided by the literature are sufficient, at least in the Tanzanian data. My findings on production function estimation suggest researchers should take into account potential bias from measurement error in estimating these parameters as well. This is especially important given that household fixed effects, which may be good at capturing unobserved productivity and preventing omitted variable bias, can exacerbate bias from measurement error. Exploiting multiple measures of inputs with measurement error can resolve this problem. Finally, accounting for measurement error in land has important implications for measuring misallocation. I show that my approach can be used not just to obtain different estimates of production function coefficients but also different estimates of the true dispersion in land across farms. I find that accounting for both of these effects influences measured misallocation. The approach I develop in this paper can be applied to the growing number of surveys using GPS estimates of land area, as well as other important quantities. From the standpoint of survey design, my results suggest that researchers should continue to collect self-reported measures of land, even when GPS estimates are available. Combining GPS estimates and self reports to resolve bias from measurement error in both may have other applications as well, especially as GPS technology becomes cheaper and more common in surveys. Future work might combine GPS estimates and self-reported measures to estimate the effect of not just farm size but also distance to markets, schools and other important destinations, which may be measured with both self-reported and GPS estimates (see, for example, Escobal and Laszlo (2008) and Gibson and McKenzie (2007)).
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Table 1. Summary Statistics Variable



Mean



SD



Obs.



Land area Self-reported (acres) GPS estimates (acres)



2.22 2.56



2.77 4.06



2,220 2,220



184,480 574 170,083 170,095



313,161 827 293,716 304,200



2,220 2,220 2,092 2,150



Plot-level controls Soil type: sandy Soil type: loam Soil type: clay Soil type: other Soil quality: bad Soil quality: average Soil quality: good Soil erosion Steepness: flat bottom Steepness: flat top Steepness: slight Steepness: very Fallowed recently Intercropped Irrigation Loss: birds Loss: other animals Loss: insects Loss: disease Loss: theft Loss: other



0.19 0.63 0.18 0.01 0.07 0.47 0.47 0.13 0.60 0.07 0.29 0.03 0.05 0.50 0.02 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.01



0.39 0.48 0.38 0.10 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.33 0.49 0.26 0.45 0.18 0.22 0.50 0.16 0.30 0.31 0.26 0.15 0.23 0.12



2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220



Household-level controls Number working-age males Number working-age females Number elderly males Number elderly females Number male children Number female children



1.41 1.45 0.26 0.28 1.36 1.41



1.18 1.07 0.46 0.49 1.46



2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220 2,220



81.80 13,756



71.63 34,624



2,216 2,220



Output measures Revenue (Tanzanian shillings) Physical output (kg.) Net revenue including hired labor (Tanzanian shillings) Net revenue excluding hired labor (Tanzanian shillings)



Additional inputs for production function estimation Labor (days) Non-labor inputs (Tanzanian shillings)



Table 2. Farm Size-Productivity Regressions: Gross Output and No Household Fixed Effects (1) OLS



(2) OLS



(3) IV Instrument selfGPS estimates of land reported land area with Self-reported land area area GPS estimates



(4) IV Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



Panel A. Dependent variable: Log revenue Log land area



0.628*** (0.0305)



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): 0.16



0.503*** (0.0243)



0.842*** (0.0403)



0.657*** (0.0308)



0.00



0.00



-



-



-



1089



1784



OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): 0.00 First-stage F-statistic -



-



Panel B. Dependent variable: Log physical output Log land area



0.616*** (0.0278)



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): 0.16



0.502*** (0.0228)



0.841*** (0.0382)



0.645*** (0.0283)



0.00



0.00



-



-



-



1089



1784



OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): 0.00 First-stage F-statistic -



-



Notes : The sample covers 2,220 plots across 844 households. All specifications include crop fixed effects, region fixed effects, plot-level controls and household-level controls. p -values for tests of equality of coefficients calculated via block bootstrapping at the household level with 500 replications. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 1.



Table 3. Farm Size-Productivity Regressions: Gross Output and Household Fixed Effects (1) OLS FE



(2) OLS FE



(3) IV FE Instrument selfGPS estimates of land reported land area with Self-reported land area area GPS estimates



(4) IV FE Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



Panel A. Dependent variable: Log revenue Log land area



0.587*** (0.0356)



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): 0.06



0.482*** (0.0298)



0.819*** (0.0515)



0.641*** (0.0370)



0.00



0.00



-



-



-



564



850



OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): 0.02 First-stage F-statistic -



-



Panel B. Dependent variable: Log physical output Log land area



0.551*** (0.0327)



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): 0.06



0.462*** (0.0259)



0.786*** (0.0455)



0.602*** (0.0334)



0.00



0.00



-



-



-



564



850



OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): 0.03 First-stage F-statistic -



-



Notes : The sample covers 2,220 plots across 844 households. All specifications include household fixed effects, crop fixed effects and plot-level controls. p -values for tests of equality of coefficients calculated via block bootstrapping at the household level with 500 replications. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 1.



Table 4. Farm Size-Productivity Regressions: Net Revenue and No Household Fixed Effects (1) OLS



(2) OLS



(3) IV Instrument selfGPS estimates of land reported land area with Self-reported land area area GPS estimates



(4) IV Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



Panel A. Dependent variable: Log net revenue including hired labor Log land area



0.603*** (0.0333)



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): 0.13



0.486*** (0.0251)



0.817*** (0.0434)



0.635*** (0.0337)



0.00



0.00



-



-



-



985



1604



OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): 0.00 First-stage F-statistic -



-



Panel B. Dependent variable: Log net revenue excluding hired labor Log land area



0.646*** (0.0310)



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): 0.11



0.511*** (0.0246)



0.858*** (0.0414)



0.681*** (0.0320)



0.00



0.00



-



-



-



1028



1647



OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): 0.00 First-stage F-statistic -



-



Notes : The sample covers 2,092 plots across 834 households in Panel A and 2,150 plots across 843 households in Panel B. All specifications include crop fixed effects, region fixed effects, plot-level controls and household-level controls. p -values for tests of equality of coefficients calculated via block bootstrapping at the household level with 500 replications. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 1.



Table 5. Farm Size-Productivity Regressions: Net Revenue and Household Fixed Effects (1) OLS FE



(2) OLS FE



(3) IV FE Instrument selfGPS estimates of land reported land area with Self-reported land area area GPS estimates



(4) IV FE Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



Panel A. Dependent variable: Log net revenue including hired labor Log land area



0.531*** (0.0385)



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): 0.05



0.450*** (0.0317)



0.756*** (0.0546)



0.587*** (0.0418)



0.01



0.01



-



-



-



494



746



OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): 0.12 First-stage F-statistic -



-



Panel B. Dependent variable: Log net revenue excluding hired labor Log land area



0.582*** (0.0368)



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): 0.04



0.477*** (0.0308)



0.806*** (0.0525)



0.647*** (0.0399)



0.00



0.01



-



-



-



523



770



OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): 0.04 First-stage F-statistic -



-



Notes : The sample covers 2,092 plots across 834 households in Panel A and 2,150 plots across 843 households in Panel B. All specifications include household fixed effects, crop fixed effects and plot-level controls. p -values for tests of equality of coefficients calculated via block bootstrapping at the household level with 500 replications. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 1.



Table 6. Production Function Estimates (3) IV FE Instrument selfGPS estimates of land reported land area with Self-reported land area area GPS estimates Land Labor Non-labor inputs Returns to scale



(1) OLS FE



(2) OLS FE



0.319^ (0.0383) 0.473^ (0.0469) 0.0421^ (0.00685) 0.834*** (0.0402)



0.266^ (0.0339) 0.461^ (0.0484) 0.0407^ (0.00682) 0.768*** (0.0388)



0.553^ (0.0676) 0.321^ (0.0558) 0.0386^ (0.00697) 0.912* (0.0458)



0.436^ (0.0518) 0.321^ (0.0582) 0.0368^ (0.00681) 0.793*** (0.0385)



0.02 0.03 0.16



0.14 0.86 0.70



-



-



-



242



316



Coefficient = IV GPS with self-reported (p-value): Land 0.00 Labor 0.00 Non-labor inputs 0.15 OLS self-reported = OLS GPS (p-value): Land Labor Non-labor inputs



0.41 0.67 0.52



(4) IV FE Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



First-stage F-statistic -



-



Notes: The sample covers 2,216 plots across 843 households. Dependent variable is log revenue. All specifications include household fixed effects, crop fixed effects and plot-level controls. p -values for tests of equality of coefficients calculated via block bootstrapping at the household level with 500 replications. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 1. ^ indicates significance at the 1% level for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 0.



Table 7. Misallocation Estimates Production function estimates used: Variance in area used: Variance in log TFPR Parameters Land coefficient Labor coefficient Non-labor inputs coefficient Variance in land area



(1) (2) (3) OLS with GPS estimates of Instrument GPS estimates Instrument GPS estimates land area with self-reported land area with self-reported land area Variance in GPS estimates Variance in GPS estimates Variance in true land area of land area of land area 0.735



0.810



0.738



0.266 0.461



0.436 0.321



0.436 0.321



0.0407



0.0368



0.0368



1.652



1.652



1.273



Notes: Estimates based on production function estimation sample (2,216 plots across 843 households). See Section 5.3 for estimation details.



Appendix [For Online Publication] A.1



Weak Instruments



This section presents additional results and simulations showing weak instruments are not a concern for my application. A.1.1



First-Stage Regression Results and Correlations between Measures



Appendix Tables 1-5 report the first-stage regressions for the IV regressions reported in Columns (3)-(4) of Tables 2-6. These tables show self-reported and GPS land area are strongly correlated and therefore provide strong instruments for each other. Standard “rules of thumb” for instruments suggest that instruments with F-statistics above 10 or 20 should be considered strong. In this application, F-statistics are above 200 in all cases. Appendix Figures 1-2 show the correlation between the two measures of land area. Appendix Figure 1 reports the raw correlation between GPS and self-reported land area. Appendix Figure 2 reports the correlation between the two measures, controlling for household fixed effects, crop fixed effects, region fixed effects and plot-level controls. Both figures show the strong relationship between the two measures shown more formally in the first-stage regressions. A.1.2



Simulations



To provide further evidence that weak instruments are not a problem for this application, I present two sets of Monte Carlo simulations. The first set of simulations generates completely new data to show how the bias in my preferred IV estimator changes as the first-stage F-statistic varies. I assume the following data-generating



i



process: qi = ai + xi + ✏i



(A.1)



ai ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.2)



xi ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.3)



✏i ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.4)



aGPS = ai + ⌫iGPS i



(A.5)



SR aSR i = ai + ⌫ i



(A.6)



⌘iGPS ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.7)



⌘iSR ⇠  N(0, 1) ⌫iGPS = ⌘iGPS ⌫iSR = ⌘iSR



(A.8) (A.9)



⇢ai .



(A.10)



 varies across simulations to create variation in the correlation between aGPS and aSR i i and, hence, first-stage F-statistics. ⇢ captures the extent of mean-reverting measurement error in self-reported land area.



allows for different variance in measurement error across measures beyond the differ-



ence in variance created by the correlation between measurement error in self-reported land area and true land area. Appendix Figure 3 plots the estimate from my preferred IV approach, instrumenting GPS land area with self-reported land area, across different values of the F-statistic. As seen in Panel A, while the estimate of



is biased upward for low F-statistics, the estimates converge tightly around



the true value as F-statistics move above 20. Panel B shows that this convergence continues as F-statistics move past 200 to the ranges I observe in my application. The second set of simulations perturbs the actual Tanzanian data by adding measurement error in the two measures of land area and shows how the estimates change with these perturbations. I create new values for self-reported land area and GPS estimates, a˜GPS and a˜SR i i , using the following



ii



data-generating process: a˜GPS = ai + ⇠iGPS i



(A.11)



SR a˜SR i = ai + ⇠ i



(A.12)



⇠iGPS = N(0, 1)



(A.13)



⇠iSR = N(0, 1),



(A.14)



where aGPS and aSR i i are the values of land area observed in the dataset. Again, I vary  across simulations to allow variation in the first-stage F-statistics. Appendix Figure 4 plots the estimates from my preferred IV approach with different levels of perturbation to the original data for the specification using revenue and household fixed effects. With the actual data, the F-statistic is 850 (see Table 3). I perturb the data so the F-statistic dips to as low as 200. As shown in the figure, the estimates do not show any bias up or down, even at F-statistics near 200, which results from adding substantial measurement error to the original data.



A.2



Omitted Variable Bias



As discussed in Section 3, omitted variable bias will generally cause my preferred IV approach to be biased. Even when there is omitted variable bias, my approach will determine whether measurement error is driving the inverse relationship. However, if the goal is to recover the true coefficient, either in farm size-productivity regressions or production function estimates, then it is important to understand the conditions under which my IV estimator gets closer to the true coefficient than other estimators. To do this, I run simulations to show how my estimator performs under different assumptions on



iii



the direction and magnitude of omitted variable bias. I use the following data-generating process: qi = ai + xi + ✏i



(A.15)



ai ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.16)



xi ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.17)



✏ i = ⇣ i + ai



(A.18)



⇣i ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.19)



aGPS = ai + ⌫iGPS i



(A.20)



SR aSR i = ai + ⌫ i



(A.21)



⌘iGPS ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.22)



⌘iSR ⇠  N(0, 1) ⌫iGPS = ⌘iGPS ⌫iSR = ⌘iSR



(A.23) (A.24)



⇢ai .



(A.25)



This data-generating process is the same as (A.1)-(A.8), except for the addition of a new parameter governing omitted variable bias, . Appendix Figure 5 shows estimates of



using my preferred approach, OLS using GPS esti-



mates of land area and OLS using self-reported land area, under different values of . There are four things to note. First, across all values of , my preferred approach recovers the true coefficient on area with omitted variable bias: + . Second, when is negative, my preferred approach produces an estimate that, while biased downward, is less downward biased than the other OLS estimators. Third, when



is positive, it is ambiguous which estimator is least biased.



When omitted variable bias is high, relative to measurement error bias, resolving measurement error bias through my IV estimator will produce estimates that are more biased than OLS. Fourth, mean-reverting measurement error in self-reported land area, as discussed in the main results, can lead OLS with self-reported land area to perform better than OLS with GPS estimates of land area.



iv



(With the parameters I have set, OLS with self-reported land area always outperforms OLS with GPS estimates.)



A.3



Correlation of Measurement Error in GPS Estimates and Self Reports



As discussed in Section 3, a key assumption for my preferred IV approach is that the measurement errors in GPS-estimated area and self-reported area are uncorrelated. This assumption may be violated if, for example, farmers know GPS estimates before giving self reports and use GPS estimates to inform the self reports they provide. While enumerators for the survey used in this paper were instructed to ask for self reports before taking GPS measurements for this reason, it is still possible that contamination may occur and lead to violations in the assumption that the error in the two area measures are uncorrelated. In this section, I present results from simulations to illustrate how my preferred IV approach performs when this assumption is violated. In the simulations, I use the following data-generating process: qi = ai + xi + ✏i



(A.26)



ai ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.27)



xi ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.28)



✏i ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.29)



aGPS = ai + ⌫iGPS i



(A.30)



SR aSR i = ai + ⌫i



(A.31)



⌘iGPS ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.32)



⌘iSR ⇠  N(0, 1) ⌫iGPS = ⌘iGPS



(A.33) (A.34)



⌫iSR = ⌘iSR



⇢ai + ⌘iGPS .



v



(A.35)



This data-generating process is the same as (A.1)-(A.8), except for the addition of a new parameter governing the correlation between measurement error in the two measures of area, . Appendix Figure 6 shows estimates of



using my preferred approach, OLS using GPS esti-



mates of land area and OLS using self-reported land area, under different values of . If the correlation between the two measures is positive—which might occur if, for example, farmers know GPS estimates before providing self reports—my preferred IV approach yields estimates of



that are biased downward. However, as long as the correlation is not sufficiently



strong, this approach still gets closer to the true



than either OLS with either GPS estimates or



self-reported area. If the correlation between the two measures is negative, my preferred IV approach yields estimates of



that are biased upward. As the correlation approaches zero, my preferred IV approach



is still upwardly biased but closer to the true



than OLS with either GPS estimates or self-reported



area. As the correlation becomes more negative, my preferred IV approach performs worse than OLS with either GPS or self reports. These results re-enforce that the assumption of no correlation of measurement error in GPSestimated and self-reported area is indeed important for producing unbiased estimates using my preferred IV approach. However, they also show that even if the assumption is violated, my preferred IV approach may still outperform OLS with either GPS-estimated or self-reported area, as long as the correlation in measurement errors is not too severe.



A.4



Non-Log-Additive Measurement Error in GPS-Estimated Area



A key assumption of my preferred IV approach is that the measurement error in GPS-estimated area is log additive. In this section, I consider how my IV estimation approach performs when instead GPS-estimated area is additive in levels or percentages. The available validation studies comparing GPS estimates to true area report results using differences in percentages or levels, rather than logs. These studies find that the level and percentage difference between GPS-estimated area is weakly correlated with area and the error tends to be vi



larger in absolute value for smaller plots. Appendix Figure 7, Panel A and Panel B, depicts this type of data-generating process. I present simulations where I allow error to take this structure and show how my preferred IV approach performs. The data-generating process, which was used to produce Appendix Figure 7, is below: qi = ai + x i + ✏ i



(A.36)



Ai ⇠ U(A, A)



(A.37)



xi ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.38)



✏i ⇠ N(0, 1)



(A.39)



AGPS = Ai + ⌫iGPS i



(A.40)



SR ASR i = Ai + ⌫i



(A.41)



⌘iGPS ⇠ 



1 U( 1, 1) A✓i



⌘iSR ⇠  U( 1, 1) ⌫iGPS = ⌘iGPS ⌫iSR = ⌘iSR



(A.42) (A.43) (A.44)



⇢Ai .



(A.45)



The bias for my IV approach depends on the correlation between ln(A) and ln(A + ⌫ GPS ) ln(A). In order for my estimation approach to be unbiased, this correlation must be zero. Panel C of Appendix Figure 7 shows this correlation for the data-generating process above. As shown in that panel, this data-generating process leads to a positive correlation between ln(A) and ln(A + ⌫ GPS )



ln(A). This will lead to a downward bias in estimates of the coefficient on land area using



my approach. Appendix Figure 8 shows the estimates of



with the above data-generating process for dif-



ferent values of the overall error in GPS-estimated area. When there is no error in GPS-estimated area, then of course, my approach creates consistent estimates, as does OLS with GPS-estimated vii



area. When this error is positive, both my approach and OLS with GPS-estimated area provide downward-biased estimates of , and the bias when using OLS with GPS-estimated area is worse than under my approach. This has four implications. First, under this data-generating process, my approach will underestimate the relationship between farm size and productivity or the coefficient on land in farm production functions. Second, my approach will still perform better than OLS with GPS-estimated area. Third, my approach will provide conservative estimates of the bias caused by using OLS with GPS-estimated area to estimate the farm size-productivity relationship or farm production parameters. Fourth, given that I use the ratio of estimates from my preferred IV approach to estimates from OLS with GPS-estimated area to infer the extent of measurement error in GPS estimates, my approach will understate the extent of measurement error in GPS estimates, under this datagenerating process.



A.5



Alternative Functional Form for the Production Function



The production function estimation results in the body of the paper use a Cobb-Douglas functional form assumption: qi j = ↵a ai j + ↵l li j + ↵n ni j + wi j + !i j + ⌘i j .



(A.46)



In this section, I relax this assumption using a Translog production function: qi j = ↵a ai j + ↵aa a2i j + ↵l li j + ↵ll li2j + ↵n ni j + ↵nn n2i j + ↵al ai j li j + ↵an ai j ni j + ↵ln li j ni j + ↵aln ai j li j ni j + wi j + !i j + ⌘i j .



viii



(A.47)



The Translog production function is frequently used in the production function estimation literature to approximate non-linear production functions (e.g., De Loecker et al. 2016, Szabo forthcoming).1 Appendix Table 6 presents elasticities for each input under my four estimation approaches. The elasticities come from combining the estimated parameters in (A.47) with input use and averaging across all observations.2 The results are similar to the results using Cobb-Douglas in Table 6. As before, the estimated coefficient on land under my preferred approach in which I instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area is lower than the estimate using OLS with GPS estimates of land area, consistent with measurement error in GPS estimates attenuating the coefficient on land.3



1 With



Translog, the estimating equation under my preferred IV approach is GPS 2 2 2 qi j = ↵a aGPS i j + ↵aa (ai j ) + ↵l li j + ↵ll li j + ↵n ni j + ↵nn ni j GPS GPS + ↵al aGPS i j li j + ↵an ai j ni j + ↵ln li j ni j + ↵aln ai j li j ni j + wi j + !i j + ⌘i j ,



SR 2 2 2 SR SR SR and the instruments are aSR i j , (ai j ) , l j , li j , ni j , ni j , ai j li j , ai j ni j , li j ni j , ai j li j ni j and wi j . 2 For example, the elasticity for land area is



↵a + 2↵aa ai j + ↵al li j + ↵an ni j + ↵aln li j ni j . The measures of area used to calculate elasticities for area vary by estimation approach. For example, when I estimate the elasticities with my preferred IV approach, I use the parameter estimates from that approach and GPS-estimated land area to calculate average elasticity. 3 While I present the results using a two-stage least squares setup, my preferred IV approach can also be implemented using GMM. For example, with Cobb-Douglas, the log production function is qi j = ↵a aGPS i j + ↵l li j + ↵n ni j + wi j + !i j + ⌘i j and the moment conditions are E[(!i j + ⌘i j ) · (aSR i j , li j , ni j , wi j )] = 0 for my preferred approach of instrumenting GPS estimates with self-reported land area.
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Appendix Figure 1. Plot of GPS and Self-Reported Land Area, No Controls
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Notes: Scatterplot of log of GPS estimates of land area and log of self-reported land area in red. Linear fit in blue. Sample covers 2,220 plots across 844 households.
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Appendix Figure 2. Plot of GPS and Self-Reported Land Area, Net of Controls
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Notes: Scatterplot of residuals of log of GPS estimates of land area and log of self-reported land area, after regressing each on household fixed effects, crop fixed effects, region fixed effects and plot-level controls, in red. Linear fit in blue. Sample covers 2,220 plots across 844 households.



Appendix Figure 3. Monte Carlo Simulation with Completely Simulated Data
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Notes: Panel A focuses on simulations with F-statistics less than 100 to show more detail on simulations with lower F-statistics. Panel B shows full support of F-statistics. Dots indicate estimates from preferred IV approach using completely simulated data. Dashed line indicates true coefficient. Solid line is local polynomial fitted line. Sample size is 2,200 and number of simulations is 1,000. Parameters: β = 0.7, ρ = -0.5, ψ = 0.7. κ ~ Uniform(1,3) across simulations to create variation in F-statistic.
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Appendix Figure 4. Monte Carlo Simulation with Perturbations to Actual Data
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Notes: Dots indicate estimates from preferred IV approach with revenue and household fixed effects after adding error to actual data. Dashed line indicates coefficient from Table 3 (0.64). Solid line is local polynomial fitted line. Sample size is 2,200 and number of simulations is 1,000. κ ~ Uniform(0,1) across simulations to create variation in F-statistic.
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Appendix Figure 5. Performance of Preferred IV Estimator with Omitted Variable Bias
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Notes: Dashed line indicates true coefficient. Lines are local polynomial fit for estimates across simulations. Direction and magnitude of omitted variable bias varied by varying parameter ϕ across simulations. Sample size is 2,200 and number of simulations is 1,000. Parameters: β = 0.7, ρ = -0.5, ψ = 0.7, κ = 1, ϕ ~ Uniform(-0.4, 0.4).
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Appendix Figure 6. Performance of Preferred IV Estimator with Correlation Between Measurement Error in GPS-Estimated and Self-Reported Area
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Notes: Dashed line indicates true coefficient. Lines are local polynomial fit for estimates across simulations. Direction and magnitude of correlation between measurement error in GPS-estimated and self-reported area varied by varying parameter χ across simulations. Sample size is 2,200 and number of simulations is 1,000. Parameters: β = 0.7, ρ = -0.5, ψ = 0.7, κ = 1, χ ~ Uniform(-0.2, 0.8).



Appendix Figure 7. Data-Generating Process with Non-Log-Additive Measurement Error in GPS-Estimated Area
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Notes: Dots are simulated data points. Line is linear fit for data points. Sample size is 2,200 and number of simulations is 1,000. Parameters: κ = 1, ψ = 0.6, ρ = 0.1, θ = 0.5.



Appendix Figure 7 (cont.). Data-Generating Process with Non-Log-Additive Measurement Error in GPS-Estimated Area Log Difference Between True and GPS-Estimated Area -3 -2 -1 0 1
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Notes: Dots are simulated data points. Line is linear fit for data points. Sample size is 2,200 and number of simulations is 1,000. Parameters: κ = 1, ψ = 0.6, ρ = 0.1, θ = 0.5.
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Appendix Figure 8. Performance of Preferred IV Estimator under Data-Generating Process with Non-Log-Additive Measurement Error in GPS-Estimated Area
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Notes: Dashed line indicates true coefficient. Lines are local polynomial fit for estimates across simulations. Error size corresponds to the parameter κ. Sample size is 2,200 and number of simulations is 1,000. Parameters: ψ = 0.6, ρ = 0.1, θ = 0.5, κ ~ Uniform(0, 1).



Appendix Table 1. First Stage for Farm Size-Productivity IV Regressions: Gross Output and No Household Fixed Effects (1) First Stage IV Instrument selfreported land area with GPS estimates



(2) First Stage IV Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



Panel A. Dependent variable: Log revenue Log land area



0.597*** (0.0181)



0.956*** (0.0226)



0.684



0.695



1089



1784



R2 First-stage F-statistic Panel B. Dependent variable: Log physical output Log land area



0.597*** (0.0181)



0.956*** (0.0226)



0.684



0.695



1089



1784



R2 First-stage F-statistic



Notes : First-stage regressions corresponding to the IV estimates in Columns (3)-(4) of Table 2. The sample covers 2,220 plots across 844 households. All specifications include crop fixed effects, region fixed effects, plot-level controls and household-level controls. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 0.



Appendix Table 2. First Stage for Farm Size-Productivity IV Regressions: Gross Output and Household Fixed Effects (1) First Stage IV FE Instrument selfreported land area with GPS estimates



(2) First Stage IV FE Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



Panel A. Dependent variable: Log revenue Log land area



0.588*** (0.0248)



0.916*** (0.0314)



0.577



0.581



564



850



R2 First-stage F-statistic Panel B. Dependent variable: Log physical output Log land area



0.588*** (0.0248)



0.916*** (0.0314)



0.577



0.581



564



850



R2 First-stage F-statistic



Notes : First-stage regressions corresponding to the IV estimates in Columns (3)-(4) of Table 3. The sample covers 2,220 plots across 844 households. All specifications include household fixed effects, crop fixed effects and plot-level controls. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 0.



Appendix Table 3. First Stage for Farm Size-Productivity IV Regressions: Net Revenue and No Household Fixed Effects (1) First Stage IV Instrument selfreported land area with GPS estimates



(2) First Stage IV Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



Panel A. Dependent variable: Log net revenue including hired labor Log land area



0.595*** (0.0190)



0.950*** (0.0237)



0.684



0.693



985



1604



R2 First-stage F-statistic Panel B. Dependent variable: Log net revenue excluding hired labor Log land area



0.595*** (0.0186)



0.948*** (0.0234)



0.681



0.693



1028



1647



R2 First-stage F-statistic



Notes : First-stage regressions corresponding to the IV estimates in Columns (3)-(4) of Table 4. The sample covers 2,092 plots across 834 households in Panel A and 2,150 plots across 843 households in Panel B. All specifications include crop fixed effects, region fixed effects, plot-level controls and household-level controls. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 0.



Appendix Table 4. First Stage for Farm Size-Productivity IV Regressions: Net Revenue and Household Fixed Effects (1) First Stage IV FE Instrument selfreported land area with GPS estimates



(2) First Stage IV FE Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



Panel A. Dependent variable: Log net revenue including hired labor Log land area



0.594*** (0.0267)



0.904*** (0.0331)



0.573



0.578



494



746



R2 First-stage F-statistic Panel B. Dependent variable: Log net revenue excluding hired labor Log land area



0.592*** (0.0259)



0.901*** (0.0325)



0.570



0.575



523



770



R2 First-stage F-statistic



Notes : First-stage regressions corresponding to the IV estimates in Columns (3)-(4) of Table 5. The sample covers 2,092 plots across 834 households in Panel A and 2,150 plots across 843 households in Panel B. All specifications include household fixed effects, crop fixed effects and plot-level controls. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 0.



Appendix Table 5. First Stage for Production Function IV Estimates



Land Labor Non-labor inputs



(1) First Stage IV FE Instrument selfreported land area with GPS estimates



(2) First Stage IV FE Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area



0.482*** (0.0310) 0.253*** (0.0339) 0.00386 (0.00406)



0.732*** (0.0412) 0.348*** (0.0393) 0.0120** (0.00512)



0.607



0.620



242



316



R2 First-stage F-statistic



Notes: First-stage regressions corresponding to the IV estimates in Columns (3)-(4) of Table 6. The sample covers 2,216 plots across 843 households. Dependent variable is log revenue. All specifications include household fixed effects, crop fixed effects and plot-level controls. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 0.



Appendix Table 6. Translog Production Function Estimates (1) OLS FE



(2) OLS FE



(3) IV FE Instrument selfGPS estimates of land reported land area with Self-reported land area area GPS estimates Input Elasticities Derived from Translog Production Function Parameter Estimates Land 0.294 0.246 0.564 [0.0381] [0.0935] [0.393] Labor 0.461 0.450 0.294 [0.0740] [0.0819] [0.154] Non-labor inputs 0.012 0.009 0.010 [0.176] [0.187] [0.164] Translog Production Function Parameter Estimates Land 0.223 0.212 (0.224) (0.169) Land squared -0.0226 -0.0290* (0.0299) (0.0172) Labor 0.384 0.255 (0.320) (0.327) Labor squared 0.0158 0.0265 (0.0419) (0.0411) Non-labor inputs -0.0855* -0.127*** (0.0467) (0.0456) Non-labor inputs 0.0184*** 0.0196*** squared (0.00326) (0.00324) Land * labor 0.0176 0.0160 (0.0577) (0.0415) 0.00401 -0.0202 Land * non-labor inputs (0.0254) (0.0218) -0.0136 -0.00652 Labor * non-labor inputs (0.00843) (0.00827) -0.000174 0.00356 Area * labor * nonlabor inputs (0.00580) (0.00504)



(4) IV FE Instrument GPS estimates with selfreported land area 0.414 [0.113] 0.321 [0.105] 0.010 [0.157]



0.386 (0.375) -0.198*** (0.0736) 0.116 (0.427) 0.0189 (0.0549) -0.117** (0.0522) 0.0172*** (0.00341) 0.0850 (0.0976) -0.0531 (0.0394) -0.00371 (0.00954) 0.00965 (0.00825)



0.221 (0.287) -0.0504 (0.0371) 0.134 (0.430) 0.0274 (0.0540) -0.0829 (0.0513) 0.0164*** (0.00333) 0.0504 (0.0717) 0.00521 (0.0235) -0.0101 (0.00962) -0.000920 (0.00528)



20.5



24.6



First-stage F-statistic -



-



Notes: The sample covers 2,216 plots across 843 households. Dependent variable is log revenue. All specifications include household fixed effects, crop fixed effects and plot-level controls. p -values for tests of equality of coefficients calculated via block bootstrapping at the household level with 500 replications. Standard deviation in backets. Standard errors, clustered at the household level, in parentheses. ***, ** and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% level, respectively, for a test of the null hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 0.
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